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 ASSESSING GEO AND LEO REPEATING CONJUNCTIONS 
USING HIGH FIDELITY BRUTE FORCE MONTE CARLO 
SIMULATIONS 
Luis Baars*, Doyle Hall†, and Steve Casali‡ 
Probability of collision (Pc) estimates for Earth-orbiting satellites typically 
assume a temporally-isolated conjunction event. However, under certain 
conditions two objects may experience multiple high-risk close approach 
events over the course of hours or days. In these repeating conjunction 
cases, the Pc accumulates as each successive encounter occurs. The NASA 
Conjunction Assessment Risk Analysis team has updated its “brute force 
Monte Carlo” (BFMC) software to estimate such accumulating Pc values 
for repeating conjunctions. This study describes the updated BFMC algo-
rithm and discusses the implications for conjunction risk assessment. 
INTRODUCTION 
The NASA Conjunction Assessment Risk Analysis (CARA) team estimates the probability of col-
lision (Pc) for a specific set of high value, Earth-orbiting satellites. The CARA processing system 
first detects candidate close encounters involving high value assets up to ten days in advance using 
a screening-volume approach, based on the latest available satellite tracking data and orbit deter-
mination (OD) state and covariance solutions.1,2  
For each conjunction, CARA assesses the collision risk using a set of established semi-analytical, 
and Monte Carlo Pc approximation methods.3,4,5 Under certain circumstances, a satellite may expe-
rience multiple close approach events with another object over the course of hours or even days. 
For these “repeating” conjunctions, collision probability accumulates as each close approach event 
occurs. Many GEO satellites orbit within clusters (by mission design), so it follows that these 
closely-spaced objects experience a higher frequency of repeating conjunctions. GEO cluster ob-
jects can also experience long duration encounters due to their low relative velocities.4 Repeating 
and long-duration encounters also occur at other orbit regimes.6 Most widely-used semi-analytical 
Pc estimation methods only consider temporally-isolated, short-duration conjunctions.4,5,7 One ap-
proach for assessing collision risk for repeating conjunctions would be to combine semi-analytical, 
single-encounter Pc estimates of multiple successive encounters in order to estimate a cumulative 
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Pc. However, this approach implicitly assumes that the repeating conjunctions are statistically in-
dependent events, and may yield inaccurate results, especially for repeating long-duration encoun-
ters that are closely spaced in time and effectively overlap or blend with one another. 
CARA requires a Pc estimation method to assess collision risk for repeating conjunctions accu-
rately. In a previous study,7 the CARA team presented a “brute force Monte Carlo” (BFMC) 
method using Special Perturbations (SP) orbital propagation8 within a Monte Carlo (MC) frame-
work.9 The BFMC algorithm is general enough to account for the accumulation of collision prob-
ability during a temporally-isolated conjunction, or throughout a series of repeating and/or long-
duration encounters.7 The previous version of the BFMC software, however, was only implemented 
to address temporally-isolated conjunctions. The updated BFMC implementation differs from the 
original by increasing the collision risk assessment period from a relatively short interval (that 
closely brackets the time of peak risk for a temporally-isolated encounter) to an extended duration 
(that can span multiple encounters). 
When analyzing repeating conjunctions, this extended risk assessment period can begin as early as 
the most recent of the two OD epoch times for the primary and secondary satellites, and end several 
days later. Because of this, collisions in the MC simulation can be distributed over an extended, 
multi-orbit interval, much longer than the typical span (measured in seconds to minutes) for tem-
porally-isolated conjunctions. Additionally, the collisions can be distributed in time in one of three 
characteristic ways:  
1.  They occur in brief “bursts” separated by regular intervals, producing a stair-step trend in cu-
mulative Pc characterized by relatively long durations without a collision. 
2.  The collision bursts widen and blend together such that the Pc accumulates more steadily over 
the risk assessment interval. 
3.  There is a combination of the stair-step and blended Pc trends.  
As will be shown later, a cumulative Pc plot can be used to visualize how risk increases throughout 
a repeating conjunction interaction, and assess if and when it may exceed an acceptable maximum-
risk level for different missions. This paper describes recent updates to the BFMC algorithm in 
detail, presents cumulative Pc plots for various GEO and LEO repeating conjunction cases, and 
discusses the implications for future conjunction risk assessments. 
THE BFMC ALGORITHM 
This section presents a brief overview of the BFMC algorithm to provide context for the recent 
updates implemented for processing repeating conjunctions. 
Original BFMC Algorithm 
MC Pc estimation simulations can be computationally intensive because they require repeatedly 
performing the following steps:7,10  
1.  Sample the orbital state probability density functions (PDFs) of the primary and secondary 
satellites at some epoch. 
2.  Use the sampled states to propagate satellite state vectors throughout a risk assessment period, 
determining if the distance between the objects ever becomes less than a combined hard-body 
protection radius. 
3.  If the miss distance becomes less than the protection radius, register that a simulated collision 
has occurred.  
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These three steps together represent one BFMC sampling trial. Trials need to be repeated until 
enough simulated collisions (or “hits”) have been registered to provide sufficiently accurate statis-
tical results, which may require a large number of samples depending on the conjunction. (For 
instance, to estimate a collision probability to ~20% accuracy at a 95% confidence level typically 
requires ~100 hits7 which in turn requires ~106 trials for an event that has Pc = 10-4.) Step 2 requires 
significant computation, especially for complex propagation schemes7,9 and when assessing colli-
sion risks accumulated over extended intervals. 
The orbital state sampling in step 1 above can be performed in two distinctly different ways:9  
 SP states can be sampled from PDFs estimated at the OD epochs for the primary and secondary 
satellites, and then propagated forward in time throughout the risk assessment period.  
 Alternatively, equinoctial states can be sampled from PDFs predicted for a single conjunction’s 
nominal time of closest approach (TCA) and propagated forward and backward from that point 
in time. 
These two BFMC approaches are referred to as “from-epoch” and “from-TCA”, respectively.7 
For each trial, the BFMC algorithm checks if the distance between the two objects becomes less 
than a threshold hard-body radius miss distance, 𝐻, within the risk assessment interval, and, if so, 
registers a simulated collision at the corresponding time of first contact. This time of first contact 
is carefully defined and determined7 such that at most one hit can be registered per trial, thereby 
avoiding multiple-counting errors that can lead to inflated estimates of risk. BFMC repeats this 
process for a large number of trials, yielding a best-estimate collision probability of 
 ?̃?𝑐 = ?̃?𝑐(𝜏𝑎 , 𝜏𝑏) = 𝑁𝑐(𝜏𝑎 , 𝜏𝑏)/𝑁𝑠 (1) 
Here 𝜏𝑎 and 𝜏𝑏 denote the beginning and end of the risk assessment interval, 𝑁𝑐 the number of hits 
registered during that interval, and 𝑁𝑠 the total number of sampling trials. BFMC also estimates an 
asymmetric confidence interval for ?̃?𝑐 using the Clopper-Pearson method.
11,12 
In the “from-epoch” mode, BFMC samples SP state vectors at the two OD epochs and propagates 
them throughout the risk assessment interval. SP state vectors include the six equinoctial orbital 
elements, supplemented by additional state parameters that account for atmospheric drag and solar 
radiation pressure orbital perturbations.7-9 BFMC’s “from-epoch” mode uses an SP propagation 
scheme which incorporates the most recent version of the Jacchia-Bowman atmospheric density 
model13 plus the associated Dynamic Calibration Atmosphere (DCA) for the High Accuracy Sat-
ellite Drag Model (HASDM).14 This scheme was selected specifically to match the currently oper-
ational SP software configuration of the Astrodynamics Support Workstation (ASW).15,16 Epochs, 
states, and uncertainty PDFs are derived from Vector Covariance Messages (VCMs) produced by 
the ASW OD processing system. Because VCMs for both the primary and secondary object are 
used as inputs for the processing, BFMC’s “from-epoch” mode is also referred to as “VCM mode.” 
The “from-TCA” mode differs from the “from-epoch” mode in two fundamental ways.7 First, it 
samples equinoctial element state vectors from marginalized PDFs predicted at the conjunction’s 
nominal TCA, as opposed to the OD epochs. Second, it propagates the orbital states using compu-
tationally efficient Keplerian 2-body equations of motion. All input data required for “from-TCA” 
processing can be derived from a single Conjunction Data Message (CDM), so BFMC’s “from-
TCA” mode is also called “CDM mode.” Because the CDM mode employs 2-body propagation, it 
must be restricted to relatively short risk assessment intervals near the conjunction’s nominal TCA; 
2-body propagation neglects orbital perturbations that can affect satellite motion over extended time 
scales.7 
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The BFMC Risk Assessment Interval 
Coppola17 formulates a method of estimating the effective duration of a single conjunction, which 
depends on the relative velocity of the encounter as well as the state uncertainties. BFMC utilizes 
this duration as a basis for determining a risk assessment interval for temporally-isolated conjunc-
tions.7 However, for satellites which experience long-duration and/or repeating conjunctions,6,10,18 
the risk assessment interval must be extended. For such cases, BFMC’s VCM-mode has been mod-
ified to employ a potentially much longer interval (e.g., extending over multiple orbital periods). 
This modification results in three distinct BFMC simulation modes: 
1. CDM mode: “from-TCA” 2-body motion propagations for temporally-isolated conjunctions 
using short-duration risk assessment intervals based on the Coppola conjunction duration. 
2. Short-duration VCM mode (SD-VCM): “from-epoch” SP propagations for temporally-isolated 
conjunctions using short-duration risk assessment intervals based on the Coppola duration. 
3. Long-duration VCM mode (LD-VCM): “from-epoch” SP propagations for long-duration 
and/or repeating conjunctions using extended (i.e., multi-orbit) risk assessment intervals. 
The software modifications described in this analysis extend the BFMC algorithm by fully imple-
menting the third, LD-VCM mode listed above (the first two had been implemented previously7). 
When running LD-VCM mode, the registration of simulated collisions at the time of first contact 
of the two hard-body spheres is the same as SD-VCM mode; in fact, the only difference between 
these two modes is the length of the risk assessment interval. Great care has been taken to ensure 
that times of first contact have been determined accurately in all three BFMC modes. 
Identifying Repeating Conjunctions 
A repeating conjunction occurs when a set of OD solutions produce multiple close approach events 
between two objects within a multi-orbit period. However, this broad definition could conceivably 
include a very large number of interactions between Earth orbiting satellites, depending on what 
cutoff is used to define a “close approach.” This section presents a more rigorous definition of 
repeating conjunctions, as well as a method to discriminate them from temporally-isolated events. 
An SP orbital state is represented by an 8x1 vector, 𝑿 = [𝑛, 𝑎𝑓 , 𝑎𝑔, 𝜒, 𝜓, 𝜆𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑆]
𝑇
, with the first 
six elements denoting the satellite’s equinoctial orbital elements, and the last two a ballistic coeffi-
cient and a solar radiation pressure parameter.7,8,19-21 The SP states can be propagated to predict 
high fidelity satellite position and velocity vectors at time 𝑡, denoted symbolically here as 
𝒓(𝑡; 𝑡0, 𝑿0, 𝓓) and 𝒗(𝑡; 𝑡0, 𝑿0, 𝓓), respectively, where 𝑡0 and 𝑿0 represent the time and SP orbital 
state at epoch, respectively, and 𝓓 represents an ensemble of model and environmental data sets 
required for SP propagation. Similarly, SP mean states and covariances can be propagated8,19-21 and 
denoted as ?̅?(𝑡; 𝑡0, ?̅?0, 𝓓) and 𝑷(𝑡; 𝑡0, ?̅?0, 𝑷0, 𝓓), respectively. (Note, in this analysis some or all 
of the function arguments listed to the right of semicolons may be suppressed for brevity.) 
The SP epochs, mean states, and covariances for the primary and secondary objects are denoted as: 
 (𝑡1,0, ?̅?1,0, 𝑷1,0)          and          (𝑡2,0, ?̅?2,0, 𝑷2,0) (2) 
respectively.7 (This analysis uses subscripts “1” and “2” to indicate quantities associated with the 
primary and secondary.) BFMC has been modified to propagate mean SP states and covariance 
matrices for the primary and secondary objects through an extended interval, 𝜏𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑏. For the 
BFMC LD-VCM mode examples discussed in this study, the beginning and end of the risk assess-
ment interval are selected such that 
 𝜏𝑎 = max(𝑡1,0, 𝑡2,0)         and           𝜏𝑏 = 𝜏𝑎 + 7 days (3) 
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However, the BFMC algorithm is not constrained to use these values. For instance, during opera-
tional processing, 𝜏𝑎 could be set to a later time if both epochs are several orbital revolutions old 
(and also to allow time for risk mitigation maneuver planning and execution). Similarly, 𝜏𝑏 could 
be adjusted on a case-by-case basis to span all high-risk close approach events in a repeating se-
quence, even if some extend beyond a nominal, pre-specified risk assessment interval. 
The time-dependent intervening distance between the mean positions for the primary and secondary 
objects can be written as 
 𝑟2,1(𝑡) = |𝒓2(𝑡; 𝑡2,0, ?̅?2,0) − 𝒓1(𝑡; 𝑡1,0, ?̅?1,0)| (4) 
During a multi-orbit risk assessment interval, 𝑟2,1(𝑡) will vary in time as the objects approach and 
recede from one another. This means that 𝑟2,1(𝑡) can have multiple local minima, and the times of 
these can be defined by imposing three conditions: 
 𝒕𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 = { 𝑡 |  ?̇?2,1(𝑡) = 0  and  ?̈?2,1(𝑡) > 0  and  𝜏𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑏 } (5) 
The first condition requires that the relative velocity, ?̇?2,1, is zero; the second uses the relative ac-
celeration, ?̈?2,1, to include minima and exclude maxima; the third requires that the minima occur 
during the risk assessment interval. Each local minimum time in the set 𝒕𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 is denoted 𝑡𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖, 
with 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁𝑚. BFMC calculates position, velocity, and covariance information at each of the 
minima for both the primary and secondary objects, denoted here as (𝒓1,𝑖, 𝒗1,𝑖, 𝑷1,𝑖) and 
(𝒓2,𝑖, 𝒗2,𝑖, 𝑷2,𝑖), respectively. These quantities can then be used to calculate a “2D-𝑃𝑐” semi-ana-
lytical collision probability estimate3,22 for each local minimum, idealizing each as a temporally-
isolated conjunction. 
The current method implemented in BFMC to identify possible repeating conjunctions can be sum-
marized as follows:  
1.  Propagate the mean states and associated covariances of both objects throughout the multi-
orbit risk assessment interval 𝜏𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑏 using high-fidelity SP propagation. 
2.  Find all local minima of separation distance 𝑟2,1(𝑡) throughout the risk assessment interval. 
3.  Calculate a 2D-𝑃𝑐 estimate for each minimum, treating each as an individual conjunction. 
4.  Count the number of these 2D-𝑃𝑐 values which exceed a “repeating conjunction detection 
threshold” of 10−10 (a level provisionally adopted for current BFMC analyses). If this count 
exceeds one, then classify the interaction as a repeating conjunction to be processed using 
BFMC’s LD-VCM mode.  
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Figure 1: Mean separation distance analysis for a GEO repeating conjunction (top), a LEO 
repeating conjunction (middle), and a LEO temporally-isolated conjunction (bottom). Red 
dots indicate single-encounters with 2D-𝑷𝒄 > 𝟏𝟎
−𝟏𝟎 and green dots indicate single-encoun-
ters with 2D-𝑷𝒄  𝟏𝟎
−𝟏𝟎. 
Figure 1 plots mean primary-to-secondary separation distances as a function of time over 7-day 
risk assessment intervals for three archived example conjunctions, in order to provide a visualiza-
tion of the repeating conjunction identification process implemented in the BFMC system. This 
section discusses these separation distance curves in detail; subsequent sections discuss and analyze 
the corresponding BFMC collision probabilities for all three of these examples. 
The top panel of Figure 1 shows a multi-orbit interaction between two coplanar GEO-cluster satel-
lites. During this 7-day interval 14 minima in 𝑟2,1(𝑡) occur, at a rate of twice per orbital period. 
Notably, the 2D-𝑃𝑐 values calculated for each of these minima all exceed the repeating conjunction 
detection threshold of 10−10. Red dots identify minima with these above-threshold 2D-𝑃𝑐 values, 
and the occurrence of multiple red dots in the top panel of Figure 1 indicates the detection of a 
repeating conjunction between these two GEO satellites. 
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The middle panel of Figure 1 shows an interaction between non-coplanar LEO satellites in which 
there is a large number of 𝑟2,1(𝑡) minima, seven of which have 2D-𝑃𝑐 values that exceed the re-
peating conjunction detection threshold. Again, the occurrence of multiple red dots in the plot in-
dicates the detection of a repeating conjunction. 
The LEO conjunction plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 1, however, contains only one isolated 
red dot. This indicates that only one of the minima has a 2D-𝑃𝑐 value that exceeds the repeating 
conjunction detection threshold. In fact, for this interaction all cumulative collision risk during the 
entire 7-day interval effectively arises from this single encounter. The majority of conjunctions 
analyzed by CARA can be considered “temporally-isolated” events such as this, in which all risk 
effectively accumulates during a single close approach during a multi-orbit risk assessment inter-
val. Temporally-isolated conjunctions can be analyzed using either BFMC’s CDM mode or SD-
VCM mode. Conjunction sequences in which risk accumulates over multiple close events require 
BFMC’s newly-implemented LD-VCM mode, which is the most computationally intensive of the 
three. 
The repeating conjunction detection threshold value of 10−10 used in this analysis was tested 
against a subset of 90 CARA high risk conjunctions. Of these, the identification process outlined 
above properly identified all six conjunctions for which manual processing indicated that collision 
risk accumulates during multiple encounters. While these initial results are promising, a more de-
tailed analysis of the specific repeating conjunction threshold value is required. 
Assessing a Repeating Conjunction 
BFMC’s CDM and SD-VCM modes focus on calculating an 𝑃𝑐 and an associated 𝑃𝑐 confidence 
interval for a single, temporally-isolated event. BFMC’s newly-implemented LD-VCM mode, on 
the other hand, assesses risks over an extended, multi-orbit interval. This section outlines the 
method used to identify if and when the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 exceeds a threshold that represents the max-
imum risk tolerable by a satellite operator. 
The original BFMC algorithm subdivided the risk assessment interval into evenly-spaced time bins 
and counted the number of hits occurring within each interval.7 While this approach worked well 
for the relatively short duration risk assessment intervals appropriate for temporally-isolated con-
junctions, it can become problematic for extended intervals because the algorithm can become 
complicated and inefficient, due to the extra processing time and memory needed to analyze nu-
merous short-duration bins. For these reasons, the time binning approach used for the original 
BFMC display software has been replaced by an implementation that determines the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 
in the form of an empirical cumulative distribution function, based on the exact (not binned) times 
when hits occur in the simulation. This method works equally well for short-duration and long-
duration risk assessment intervals, and eliminates the processing needed to analyze time bins, but 
retains all of the risk assessment information content produced by the BFMC simulations. 
In addition to eliminating the time bins, a burst detection algorithm has been developed to detect 
groups of closely-spaced hits within the BFMC simulation, summarized as follows. Let 𝑁𝑐 be the 
total number of hits detected by BFMC and 𝒕𝑐 be the set of hit times relative to 𝜏𝑎. The time of the 
𝑘th hit for 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑡 is denoted as 𝑡𝑐(𝑘). The orbital period of an object, 𝒫, is determined from 
the object state8 at epoch. The minimum orbital period is 𝒫𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min(𝒫1, 𝒫2). A burst, 𝒌𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡, is 
defined as the set of sequential 𝑘 indexes such that 
 𝑡𝑐(𝑘) − 𝑡𝑐(𝑘 − 1) ≤
𝒫𝑚𝑖𝑛
9
 (6) 
In other words, a burst is a set of hit indexes grouped such that the time separating any two adjacent 
hits does not exceed 1/9th of the minimum orbital period of the two objects. This burst detection 
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algorithm is helpful in identifying repeating conjunctions, and recognizing those cases in which the 
risk from the individual close approach events effectively blends together in time.  
 
Figure 2: Original BFMC temporal risk plots (left) versus current BFMC plots (right) for a 
temporally-isolated conjunction between NASA’s Aqua satellite and a debris object. The 
legend for the current BFMC plots has been omitted for brevity, but contains the same in-
formation as the legend above the original BFMC outputs. 
Figure 2 shows a comparison of graphs generated by the original BFMC implementation (left pan-
els) and the revised, current version (right panels) for an example temporally-isolated conjunction 
between two LEO satellites. The top plots show the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 as a function of time. The orange 
dots in the original plots on the left represent center-points of the time bins no longer used by 
BFMC. The original 𝑃𝑐 rate plot (bottom-left) has been replaced by an expanded cumulative 𝑃𝑐 plot 
(bottom-right) that zooms in on the time that the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 exceeds a maximum risk threshold. 
This “𝑃𝑐 threshold crossing” represents an estimate of when the collision risk grows beyond a user-
specified, maximum tolerable 𝑃𝑐 threshold, set to 10
-4 for this example as shown by the dashed 
black line. The black box inset on the top-right graph indicates the extent of this zoomed view. The 
new BFMC implementation changes the horizontal time-axis from measuring “Time from TCA” 
on the left to “Time from 𝑃𝑐 Threshold Crossing” on the right. (Alternatively, this axis can plot 
“Time Since Latest OD Epoch” as will be shown in later examples.) The new plots additionally 
include the latest OD epoch time (𝑇0), the TCA of the conjunction being analyzed (if temporally-
isolated), and the nominal 𝑃𝑐 threshold crossing time along with an associated 95% estimation con-
fidence interval. Individual bursts of hits detected in the BFMC simulation are indicated with col-
ored segments across the top of the revised cumulative 𝑃𝑐 plot; for this temporally-isolated event, 
the BFMC system detects only a single burst with a duration indicated by the green segment in the 
top-right plot of Figure 2. For temporally-isolated conjunctions, the current software can also plot 
2D-𝑃𝑐 estimates. Specifically, the horizontal pink lines indicate 2D-𝑃𝑐 values calculated using the 
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Foster and Estes method3 and the blue lines (solid and dashed) indicate 2D-𝑃𝑐 values calculated 
using the Akella and Alfriend method.22 
Example Repeating Conjunctions 
The previous section demonstrates how the revised BFMC implementation can display collision 
risk assessment information for a single, temporally-isolated conjunction. This section demon-
strates how information can be displayed for repeating conjunctions, using several examples. As in 
the previous example, the maximum-risk 𝑃𝑐 threshold for all cases has been set to 10
−4; this value 
represents “red” events which often require maneuver planning and execution support by CARA.23 
  
Figure 3: Temporal risk plots for a repeating conjunction between the DIRECTV 12 and 
DIRECTV 15 GEO cluster satellites using a combined HBR of 10 m. 
GEO Repeating Conjunction Example 
Figure 3 shows a BFMC risk assessment for a repeating conjunction that occurred in November of 
2017 between two closely-spaced, coplanar GEO satellites: DIRECTV 12 and DIRECTV 15. These 
two active satellites orbit in a tight cluster and experience numerous repeating conjunctions with 
one another. Figure 3 shows an example 7-day risk assessment for this interaction, beginning at the 
latest OD epoch time of 𝑇0 = 2017-11-07 23:50:43, and calculated assuming a combined hard-body 
radius of 10 meters (this HBR does not represent the actual combined sizes of these DIRECTV 
satellites, and is used here only for illustrative purposes). The top panel of Figure 1 shows the 
nominal separation distance between these GEO satellites over this period, indicating that 14 close 
approach events occur during this repeating conjunction interaction at a rate of two per orbital 
period, as mentioned previously. The stair-step pattern of the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 curve in the top plot of 
Figure 3 shows how risk accumulates as the objects approach and recede from one another. BFMC 
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indicates that the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 grows during the 7-day risk assessment interval up to a final max-
imum value of ?̃?𝑐 = 9.7310
-3 with 95% estimation confidence of 9.3410-3  ?̃?𝑐  10.1410
-3. The 
colored bars along the top panel of Figure 3 show that the BFMC software detects several bursts of 
hits during the interval. Notably, the first burst spans four days, indicating that the eight repeating 
conjunctions that occur during this period have such long individual durations that they effectively 
blend together in time, leading to a rounded stair-step pattern in this portion of the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 
curve. Subsequent bursts have shorter spans, indicating shorter effective conjunction durations. 
The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the area of interest bounding the 𝑃𝑐 threshold crossing. For this 
example, the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 exceeds the maximum-risk threshold of 10
-4 early during the first day 
of the risk assessment interval. Specifically, as noted in text on Figure 3, the best-estimate threshold 
crossing time occurs at 2017-11-08 01:04 (to within a minute), but could conceivably occur about 
35 minutes earlier at the 95% confidence estimation level. To avoid collision risk accumulation 
above the threshold, one of the two GEO satellites would need to perform a risk mitigation maneu-
ver before this time, for this illustrative example.  
 
Figure 4: Temporal risk plots for a repeating conjunction between the DIRECTV 12 and 
DIRECTV 15 GEO satellites using a combined HBR reduced to 1 m. 
Cumulative 𝑃𝑐 values and threshold crossing times depend on the primary and secondary epoch 
states and covariances, as well as the HBR value used in the BFMC calculation. To illustrate this, 
Figure 4 shows a BFMC risk assessment for the same DIRECTV 12 and DIRECTV 15 repeating 
conjunction interaction discussed above, but with the hard-body radius reduced in the analysis by 
an order of magnitude, from 10 m down to 1 m. This HBR reduction has the effect of significantly 
reducing the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 estimates, which reach a maximum of ?̃?𝑐  1.1210
-4, about two orders 
of magnitude smaller than in the previous example. The smaller HBR also has the effect of creating 
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more, better-separated bursts of hits (as marked by the colored bars in the top panel of Figure 4), 
meaning that the individual conjunctions are less blended in time than in the previous example. 
Finally, the reduced HBR delays the maximum-risk threshold crossing time by three to five days. 
Specifically, for this example, the threshold crossing time occurs nominally at 2017-11-13 03:12, 
but could occur about 33 hours (1.4 days) earlier at the 95% confidence estimation level, as shown 
in the bottom panel of Figure 4. 
LEO Repeating Conjunction 
Figure 5 shows a 7-day BFMC risk assessment for a repeating conjunction between non-coplanar 
LEO satellites that occurred in September of 2017, which differs in nature from the coplanar, 
closely-spaced GEO examples analyzed above. In this case, BFMC detects three distinct but very 
brief bursts of hits, marked with the colored dots in the top panel of Figure 5. The middle graph of 
Figure 1 shows the separation distances between these LEO objects during the risk assessment 
interval. Note that the close approach events which individually exceed a 2D-𝑃𝑐 threshold of 10
-10 
(marked with red dots in the middle panel of Figure 1) do not necessarily all result in bursts detected 
in the BFMC simulation. 
  
Figure 5: Temporal risk plots for a repeating conjunction between two non-coplanar LEO 
satellites. 
The type of repeating conjunction cumulative 𝑃𝑐 plot shown in Figure 5 occurs for interactions 
between objects in orbits with similar periods, but that are not coplanar (these LEO objects have a 
relative inclination of ~14). Such interactions include short bursts of activity (with durations meas-
ured in seconds) interspersed between relatively long periods with no hits or significant accumula-
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tion of collision probability. This means that the individual close approaches of the repeating se-
quence all have short conjunction durations, and are well separated in time (rather than blended or 
nearly blended as in the previous examples). 
Figure 5 also illustrates that 𝑃𝑐 can accumulate in bursts of unequal amplitude during repeating 
conjunction sequences, leading to an uneven stair-step pattern in the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 curve. Specifi-
cally, the first burst (which occurs at 𝑇0+6.29 days) has relatively little effect on the overall 𝑃𝑐, but 
the second burst (at 𝑇0+6.48 days) increases it up to ?̃?𝑐  510
-4, well above the maximum risk 
threshold. The third burst (at 𝑇0+6.55 days) increases it further, to a final estimate of ?̃?𝑐  210
-3 
for the entire 7-day risk assessment period. This highlights the ability of BFMC repeating conjunc-
tion analyses to reveal when the most serious encounters occur during multi-orbit risk assessment 
intervals, in addition to when a maximum tolerable risk threshold will be exceeded. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis yields the following conclusions:  
1. BFMC’s CDM and BFMC SD-VCM analysis modes can accurately assess risk for short-dura-
tion, temporally-isolated conjunctions. However, BFMC’s newly-implemented LD-VCM 
mode should be used for long-duration and/or repeating conjunction interactions. 
2. An initial method for identifying repeating conjunctions can be summarized as follows:  
a. Propagate the mean SP states and covariances of both objects throughout the multi-
orbit risk assessment interval. 
b. Find all of the local minima of the primary-to-secondary separation distances for the 
propagated mean states throughout the risk assessment interval. 
c. Calculate 2D-𝑃𝑐 estimates for each of the minima, treating each as an individual tem-
porally-isolated conjunction. 
d. Count the number of these 2D-𝑃𝑐 values which exceed a (provisional) repeating con-
junction detection threshold of 10−10; if there is more than one, then classify the inter-
action as a repeating conjunction. 
3. In addition to the cumulative 𝑃𝑐 itself, the maximum-risk 𝑃𝑐 threshold crossing time should be 
used as an additional risk assessment metric for repeating conjunctions. Specifically, to avoid 
accumulation of collision risk above a maximum tolerable 𝑃𝑐 level, a mission must perform a 
risk mitigation maneuver prior to this threshold crossing time. 
This paper presents an update to the BFMC algorithm which allows for the identification and pro-
cessing of repeating and long-duration conjunctions. An important aspect to repeating conjunction 
risk assessment is to estimate the time that a maximum-risk 𝑃𝑐 threshold is exceeded during the 
extended, multi-encounter interaction. If this threshold crossing time is not taken into account, a 
satellite operator analyzing close approach events one at a time may unknowingly delay (or not 
perform) a risk mitigation maneuver, and put the satellite at elevated risk. 
Areas for future research include further tests against repeating conjunctions; the example cases 
presented in this paper demonstrate the capability of the algorithm but do not rigorously test its 
overall robustness. Another avenue of research could explore ways to combine multiple, single-
encounter 2D-𝑃𝑐 estimates (assuming statistical independence) in order to approximate a consoli-
dated collision probability for a repeating conjunction sequence. Specifically, consolidated 2D-𝑃𝑐 
estimates for a large number and variety of repeating conjunction interactions could be compared 
to the BFMC estimates to assess the effectiveness and limitations of this approach. This consoli-
dated 2D-𝑃𝑐 approach could reduce the computation required for risk analysis significantly by re-
ducing the use of BFMC’s slowest LD-VCM simulation mode. As mentioned previously, more 
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analysis is also needed to determine an optimal 𝑃𝑐 threshold level used to identify repeating con-
junction events. Finally, the overall challenge remains to identify which conjunctions require 
BFMC processing, and which specifically require CDM mode, SD-VCM mode, or LD-VCM mode 
processing. 
SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS 
𝑎𝑓 = the 2
nd equinoctial orbital element, component of the eccentricity vector 
𝑎𝑔 = the 3
rd equinoctial orbital element, component of the eccentricity vector 
𝐵 = Ballistic coefficient SP state parameter 
𝓓 = collected ensemble of model and environmental data sets required for SP propagation 
𝐻 = HBR 
𝑖 = index for local minima, 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁𝑚 
𝑘 = index for MC collisions or hits, 𝑘 = 1 … 𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑡 
𝒌𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡 = set of hit indexes within a single burst 
𝑁𝑐 = the number of MC collisions or hits 
𝑁𝑐(𝜏𝑎 , 𝜏𝑏) = the number of MC collisions or hits registered during the time interval 𝜏𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑏 
𝑁𝑚 = number of local minima 
𝑁𝑠 = the total number of MC sampling trials conducted in a simulation 
𝑛 = the 1st equinoctial orbital element, the mean motion 
𝒫 = orbital period 
𝒫1 = orbital period for the primary object 
𝒫2 = orbital period for the secondary object 
𝒫𝑚𝑖𝑛 = minimum orbital period 
𝑷 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix 
𝑷0 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix at the OD epoch time 
𝑷1,0 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix at the OD epoch time for the primary object 
𝑷2,0 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix at the OD epoch time for the secondary object 
𝑷1,𝑖 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix at the local minimum at index 𝑖 for the pri-
mary object 
𝑷2,𝑖 = SP state uncertainty covariance matrix at the local minimum at index 𝑖 for the sec-
ondary object 
𝑃𝑐 = collision probability 
?̃?𝑐(𝜏𝑎 , 𝜏𝑏) = 𝑃𝑐 estimated from an MC simulation for the time interval 𝜏𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑏 
𝒓 = ECI position vector propagated from OD epoch using SP propagation 
𝒓1,𝑖 = ECI position vector propagated to local minimum at index 𝑖 for the primary object 
𝑟2,1 = distance between the primary and secondary objects 
?̇?2,1 = rate of change of the distance between the primary and secondary objects 
?̈?2,1 = rate of change of the velocity between the primary and secondary objects 
𝒓2,𝑖 = ECI position vector propagated to local minimum at index 𝑖 for the secondary object 
𝑆 = Solar radiation pressure SP state parameter 
𝑇0 = the latest OD epoch time = max(𝑡1,0, 𝑡2,0) 
𝑡 = time 
𝑡0 = OD epoch time 
𝑡1,0 = OD epoch time for the primary object 
𝑡2,0 = OD epoch time for the secondary object 
𝒕𝑐 = set of times when hits were detected from an MC simulation 
𝑡𝑐(𝑘) = individual hit time at index k 
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𝒕𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 = set of times representing the local minima 
𝑡𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖 = time of the local minimum at index 𝑖 
𝒗 = ECI velocity vector propagated from OD epoch using SP propagation 
𝒗1,𝑖 = ECI velocity vector propagated to local minimum at index 𝑖 for the primary object 
𝒗2,𝑖 = ECI velocity vector propagated to local minimum at index 𝑖 for the secondary object 
𝑿 = SP state vector 
𝑿0 = SP state vector at the OD epoch time 
?̅? = mean SP state vector 
?̅?0 = mean SP state vector at the OD epoch time 
?̅?1,0 = mean SP state vector at the OD epoch time for the primary object 
?̅?2,0 = mean SP state vector at the OD epoch time for the secondary object 
 
𝜒 = the 4th equinoctial orbital element, component of the ascending node vector 
𝜆𝑀 = the 6
th equinoctial orbital element, the mean longitude 
𝜓 = the 5th equinoctial orbital element, component of the ascending node vector 
𝜏𝑎 = beginning time of a risk assessment interval 
𝜏𝑏 = ending time of a risk assessment interval 
 
2D = two-dimensional 
2D-𝑃𝑐 = 2D collision probability 
ASW = Astrodynamics Support Workstation 
BFMC  = Brute Gorce Monte Carlo 
CARA  = Conjunction Assessment Risk Analysis 
CDM = Conjunction Data Message 
DCA = Dynamic Calibration Atmosphere 
ECI = Earth-Centered Inertial 
HASDM = High Accuracy Satellite Drag Model 
HBR = Hard Body Radius 
LD-VCM = Long-Duration VCM mode 
MC = Monte Carlo 
NASA  = National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
OD  = Orbit Determination 
PDF = Probability Density Function 
SD-VCM = Short-Duration VCM mode 
SP = Special Perturbations 
TCA  = Time of Closest Approach 
VCM = Vector Covariance Message 
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